
From: Gary S. Gevisser  

Sent: Sunday, May 25, 2008 6:55 AM PT 

To: Adam L Tucker 
Cc: rest; Shunit; Office of the Israeli Defense Department Attache - Israeli 

Embassy Washington DC.; Mossad; United States Justice Department; Jeffrey R. 

Krinsk - Finkelstein & Krinsk; 60m@cbsnews.com; Lars Trupe; Oprah; 

oreilly@foxnews.com; drudge@drudgereport.com; Rush Limbaugh; Dr. Laura 

Family; Senator Barack Obama - US Democratic Presidential candidate; 
Senator@kennedy.senate.gov; Senator Lieberman ; Hilary-Bill DeBeers-Rhodes 

Scholar-Rich Clinton; Roy Essakow - Executive Marc Rich Holdings; Syd Cohen - 

Commander of Israel Squadron 101 - Israel War of "Independance" [sic]; 

President@whitehouse.gov 

Subject: BREAKING NEW! 

 
I write you a “reminder” email to send to my brother. 

 

They are short sentences that have a “dikhead” [sic] responding in a lengthy but 

rather articulate diatribe given the breathtaking “new information” that the greatest 

fiction writer of all time could never have dreamed up in a million years given how 
OBVIOUS it all is to anyone with the least amount of “common sense”. 

 

BTW, I certainly hope we haven’t scared off Michael Boyd aka topped-

87623@mypacks.net 

 
I have common sense, not because my mother felt the need to repeat it more than 

once. 

 

I meet you for dinner after you tell me you “get it” and I go on to provide you with 

more details that fill in all the gaps I had purposefully left out. 

 
You return to your apartment and one of the first things you do is get a list of some 

500 email addresses of a rather important law firm; a most excellent move and I 

forward the list to Jeffrey Krinsk in the middle of making love to Marcy “Campbell 

Soup” Campbell Krinsk to ask him what he thinks is the best way to “attack” this 

list and then I decide to “attack” WITHOUT waiting either for Campbell Soup to 
reprimand me once again for discussing her sex life with the world including her 7 

gardeners or Jeffrey preparing for tomorrow where he will be once again up to his 

elbows in alligators, knowing, however, that as soon as Marcy goes into the on-

suite bathroom of their bedroom in a one-of-a-kind wood and glass party house 

overlooking the Swastika shaped US Navy building on Coronado Island, and if 
sitting upright a little more, just a couple of pillows no more, to see the highly 

compromised fleet of fast attack Los Angeles class nuclear submarines, Jeffrey 

would rush into his study, bypass the umbrella that helps deflect the swastika 

eyesore, look closely at the chronology of events focusing on the time you sent me 

the list, the time I asked him, and the time I decided to “launch the attack”. 
 

http://www.nextraterrestrial.com/pdf/atucker-obvious.pdf
mailto:60m@cbsnews.com
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Then an email that you sent the night before suddenly appears in my inbox where 

you ask whether I think it is a good idea to register the name meekwithteeth.com 

and I reply “why” and you suggest a “shorter” alternative. 
 

I respond, “The reason I hesitate is that you have so much “meat” to work with and 

just this typing is energy expended which is not to say we shouldn’t sleep on it.” 

 

I have slept my necessary 4 hours and wonder if you “get it”. 
 

Do you recall the “dissertation” I have given not only you but the entire world on 

“footsak.com” that had each and every “smart money” person who are not in the 

least bit stupid thinking I had lost my mind when deciding to put it “on ice” and 

move on to building yet another website that couldn’t possibly be more successful 

than footsak that was clearly on track to be the number one website on the planet, 
of course you now do. 

 

Do you recall the “reminder” email to my brother and our follow up conversation? 

 

Why bother me with the “dribble” of you even thinking about registering another 
website, not only does it take up precious valuable resources such as money but 

the time expended in having to read your dribble and then respond with dribble 

when I have spelled out in simple English why if I were an Israeli cabinet minister 

with the title, “Minister Without portfolio” I would have peace not just in the Middle 

East but throughout the world in less than 24 hours. 
 

You are doing just great. Trust me. 

 

You ended our very light dinner conversation by asking me why I thought Ami 

Ayalon the only person in the Israeli cabinet with the title, “minister without 

portfolio” hasn’t acted on my very good advice and I gave you some very good 
dribble beginning with reminding you that while I have most if not all the answers 

to the poor human condition I am not G-d. 

 

Do you know if Ami Ayalon ever had a female date when studying here in the US? I 

certainly hope so. 
 

Why engage me in any dribble when in those moments when you have “time on 

your hands” you think it okay to “talk just to talk”? 

 

I also know as well as I tried explaining to you bearing in mind we had two very 
pretty waitresses waiting on us to get the hell out of there so that they could go 

home, that the genius of the system includes the transfer of knowledge-

information-light-power through the minds mostly of the mindless who have too 

often turned a blind eye to evil and the increasingly perfect vacuum of space 

between their ears serves much like a vacuum tube, much like deep space where 
no sound can travel creating the “light bulb” effect, and the rest of the time through 

the remaining forces of G-D-Nature. 

 



Remember just because G-d is one most extraordinary genius doesn’t mean that all 

his subjects are stupid. 

 
Just this moment shunit sent me this: 
 

From: shunit@att.net  
Sent: Sunday, May 25, 2008 4:23 AM 
To: Gary S. Gevisser 
Subject: you got it 
 
amorris@mail.barry.edu 
lipshy@slpalaw.com 
ccasden@aol.com 
MIAMIDECO@aol.com 
roughingit@mac.com 
kregelectric@bellsouth.net 
landon@ignite-vp.com 
mustangmik@yahoo.com 
schultzy3@prodigy.net 

- 

Which was in reply to  
 

From: Gary S. Gevisser  
Sent: Saturday, May 24, 2008 8:21 PM 
To: 'shunit@att.net' 
Subject: RE: Breaking News!! 
 
At least reveal me more of your email list 
 

From: shunit@att.net 
Sent: Saturday, May 24, 2008 6:56 PM 
Subject: Breaking News!! 
 

 

  

Breaking News: 

  

CNN reports that gas stations will start showing PORN movies on the 

screens of the pumps so that you can see someone else get screwed at 

the same time you do. !! 



  

 

  

  

 

 

  



Shunit, you will recall had previously sent me a whole bunch of email addresses 

that got her into a whole bunch of trouble with at least one of the people on that 

list whose name I have now forgotten. 
 

Sidenote to Shunit: Please send me that list again and highlight that women who 

I think was an attorney. 

 

Adam, Shunit tells me that she is also vegetarian and for me not to worry that she 
too has a very active and healthy sex life. If there is anything else you want to 

know about shunit email her and remember just because she is not the head of the 

Mossad does not mean she is stupid, but if I were to ask her to join me and my 

brother Neil and of course Marie on a trip this week to South Africa to confront my 

uncle Dave, assuming she doesn’t have anything else of importance on her plate, I 

would be willing to bet at least one dollar she would come along for the ride and 
you can bet your bottom worthless-fictitious dollar, assuming even if she has as big 

a butt as Hilary, she would be close to as lethal as me in close-arm-combat since 

you haven’t forgotten that she knows at least the very basics of Krav Maga; and 

besides if someone just touches my right baby toe right now my baby left finger cut 

to the bone some 2 weeks ago still hurts like hell. 
 

Shunit may not have focused on the “magnitude” of the extraordinary ritual of 

donors to DeBeers’ top Black Hatter Rebbe Schneerson passing between them one 

fictitious-worthless and so very blood stained, with mostly Jewish blood, US-

DeBeers dollar bill. Let me show it again. 

 
And below again you see them dressed in more modern garb, a transition to what 

they eventually wear in board meetings on Wall Street, walking directly in front our 

gallery-studio-cliff house here in Del Mar; right now the sound of the waves, much 
like a shofar, beginning to pick up, and now the fresh ocean swept sea breeze is 

blowing in through the left front windows, the sunrise beginning to light up the 

clouds smiling back at me. 



 
Quite an amazing shot my very on top-of-things exquisite French-Canadian, secret 

weapon knitter wife took one day just as she was leaving. 

 
Remember Marie Dion Gevisser comes from Montreal, Canada and she has seen 

these folks before, and somehow we never whenever we are in New York find the 

time to visit 47th Street. 

 

You haven’t forgotten that “reminder” communiqué to the entire world of how very 
close we are to both Armageddon and World Peace, but peace as you know is war 

to those who profit from war and that includes each and every person comfortable 

with the “status quo” and that includes people who fall into this nasty habit of 

“talking to talk”, something you very rarely do. 

 

With the knowledge that you have would you invest a dime of your own money or 
waste a moment of your precious time with yet another website when you know 

that I have already registered well over a hundred that apparently has me throwing 

“good money after bad”? 

 

Remember, I can’t even find the time to give the telephone company who appear 
now to have a highly visible tap on the landline here at gallery-studio-cliff house my 

new credit card number. 

 

So quickly we forget as well “Thank G-d there is only one G-d”. 

 
Now think about asking my mother and my 3 siblings why our mother Zena never 

mentioned in her very craftily written memoirs first broadcast via email on October 

9th, 2001 soon after sending me a letter from the King David Hotel, Jerusalem 

reminding me of the many holidays we enjoyed together at the King David and 

included the “hand to ward off the evil eye”, on what would have been the 53rd 

anniversary of her very fancy wedding to my father on October 10th, 1948 when 



Israel’s most brutal War of Independence, November 1947 – January 1949, was 

still raging, why there is no mention of her paternal grandmother, Nechie Badash 

whose entire immediate family were wiped out in a pogrom, coming from the very 
same tiny village of Plonsk, White Russia, Poland as Ben Gurion, first head of the 

Mossad and Prime Minister of Israel, while making a point of letting us how she, 

Zena, “rapidly felt at home in Israel” when hearing that her future father-in-law, 

my paternal grandfather, Israel Issy Gevisser owned priceless land in Haifa harbor, 

although Zena doesn’t go on to explain the importance of Issy Gevisser owning a 
priceless international trading conglomerate with branches/offices all over the 

world, headquartered on the southern tip of Africa right on the edge of the deep 

water port of Durban that would ALSO serve as the “launch pad” were it necessary 

for the fledging State of Israel to need a very skilled and experienced fighter-

bomber-pilot like my father, so very knowledgably of the desert terrain of Egypt to 

take out the Suez Canal following the Israeli Defense Forces being overrun in those 
very first hours of May 14th-15th, 1948 when folks like Field Marshall Montgomery 

didn’t give the Jewish state with the most unfathomable US Government arms 

embargo that included preventing MEN of military age from entering Israel, a hope 

in hell, given both the weapon systems and intelligence shared by Roosevelt-J.P. 

Morgan-DeBeers and Co. with Israel’s enemies massing on the borders, chomping 
at the bit – remember the slitting of the throats of Nechie Badash’s entire 

immediate family - expecting one great and final Jewish bloodbath, resulting in the 

port of Durban once again, even if only for a short while, becoming most important 

in the shipment of oil that helps fuel oil wars, so needed in culling the increasingly 

populated but also aware masses. 
 

Not to mention how very quickly those properties disappeared from Issy’s 

investment portfolio without our mother once again making mention of the fact that 

in late 1947, while not be able to wait to feel “rapidly at home in Israel” our most 

secretive, shrewd non-fanatically religious Jewish mother is sunning herself on the 

Silver stand, Cape Town, South Africa, staying along with her multi-millionaire 
immediate family at the 5 Star Mt. Nelson without again any mention of what her 

father Alef-Albert-Al Badash-Ash was up to at this most critical stage of the “cat 

and mouse game” with the 3rd Reich’s Southern Division. 

 

To mention little of Israeli Military Intelligence knowing full well the victors of World 
Oil War II; i.e. J.P. Morgan-Rothschilds-DeBeers hadn’t got “blindsided” by the 

“belligerent Jews” putting up one most beyond belief fight, thinking how stupid 

were we not to have “taken the bait” and left behind in South Africa not only those 

in mint condition 50 Spitfires but my highly regarded Jewish fighter-bomber-pilot 

father with sum 71 odd miraculous missions during World Oil War II tucked under 
his belt and again equally important knowing the route if necessary to fly through 

“friendly” territories of Africa, starting with Lorenzo Marques/ Maputo, Mozambique, 

and I assume if running short of fuel to simply take out the Aswan Dam. 

 

To mention in passing, the J.P. Morgan-US Federal Reserve-De Beers-Anglo 
American Cartel have never since the start of the American financed Anglo-Boer 

War of 1899-1902 ever once taken their eyes off South Africa sitting atop the 



world’s richest resources with access to the world through the deep water port of 

Durban. 

 
Time once again to head to Torrey Pines and say hello to Marie’s Torrey Pines tree. 
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